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Artist History
This Train Still Runs is the 4th and final CD from this very talented international performer/songwriter.The
CD was a year in the making and was a labor of love. You can hear the love in every track. Marcus has
great backing musicians from Bermuda, London, New York and Las Vegas, their commitment to Marcus
and his songs is clearly evident.
The title track is a powerful, evocative celebration of things past and the belief that the future is full of
hope. His reading of "Wind Beneath My Wings breathes new life and meaning into this timeless song.
"Green Among The Gold" is a testament to the spirit of the Irish people starting a new life in Australia.
"Simple Joys Of Pleasure" and "Keys" are eloquent in their almost unadorned directness. "Heroes Of The
Universe" will uplift your spirits in the belief that life will always continue. "Something More" and
"Special Lady" are Marcus being the romantic that he is. "My Dreams Are Gathered Safely In" is his
homage to his second home, Bermuda. You'll want to hop a plane and get your toes in that turquoise
water!" We Just Ran Out Of Love" laments the loss of love in a song that will become a "standard" on the
cabaret circuit. "Those Were The Days" celebrates the memories that shape who we are today. "Booze Is
Just An Excuse" is a late night, jazz inspired homage to every saloon in new York City. "This Is My
Country" is a love song to America and all it's people. The closing song, David Freidman's beautiful ballad
"I'll Be Here With You" is Marcus promising the music will always be there to touch you.
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“This Train Still Runs” is an easy listening/contemporary album filled with some popular standards by Marcus
Dagan. Dagan’s vocal qualities are deep and rich, and emit strong yet emotional tonality. Remarkable musicians
accompany lead vocals in a sophisticated, clean, and crisp style. Unwind to the lyrics of each song as you
remember the good old days and the good days that are still to come. A nice, relaxing jazz feel with a bluesy
muted horn is exceptional on the song “Booze Is Just An Excuse.” Featured in the title track “It Was A Very
Good Year/This Train Still Runs” is a great classical piano favorite that introduces this popular standard and a
marvelous orchestration through the string section. “This Train Still Runs” is a superb album and well worth
listening to, especially for fans of Neil Diamond and Harry Chapin.
-Diane and the RadioIndy.com Reviewer Team
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